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2 SPECIFYING PLUMBING

TYPES OF PLUMBING

SINKS

FAUCETS

TOILETS

S H O W E R 
ACCESSORIES

TUBS

GARBERATORS

SPA SYSTEMS

SHOWER BASIN

“The system of pipes, tanks ,fittings and other apparatus required 
for water supply, heating and sanitation in a building”
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PLUMBING SUPPLIERS

CONTRACT AND RESIDENTIAL APPLICATION 

Most plumbing companies we work we can accomodate both contract and residential 
application.  The main  factors in determining use is code compliance and price project 

specifically
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WHAT ARE MY NEEDS? 

-What kind of project am I working on?

(Home, Restaurant, Condo,Hotel, Restaurant, Outdoor)-this are the factors in understanding 

what type of plumbing is required (IF ANY eg. restuarant, we typically do not specify plumbing, 

maybe just for the public bathroom )

-What is my budget?

Budget parameters will be outlined by your project lead from client discussion

-What is my lead time?

When are the goods needed for your project? Project Leads will have this accounted for in 

schedule

-What kind of codes are in place?

Project Managers/Leads to discuss with client and AOR mechanical perimeters(if any) to ensure 

we are complying with necessary speci ication requirements

-Know your hero pieces!

Sculptural Faucet? Apron Sink ? Spa experience? Beyond function, what are we 

accentuating through out plumbing ixtures?

HOW TO CHOOSE PLUMBING FIXTURES

P-Plumbing Fixtures
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TYPES OF PLUMBING FIXTURES

SINK 

Undermount 

Overmount

Apron

Sinks come in a variety of 

material spanning from 

porcelain, stainless steel 

and stone

Hot tip from Project 

Managers: 

Please ensure you trip 

check clearance for sink 

surround, typically 4” 

clearance from edge of 

vanity!

FAUCETS

Counter Mounted 

Wall mounted

Free Standing

*can include multipe holes

*can include multipe holes

*Ensure rough in 

requirements are review to 

account for requirements 

behind the wall for 

wallmounted accessories

Do we have to build out 

more? how does that 

affect our space planning?
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TYPES OF PLUMBING FIXTURES

DRAINS 

P-Trap

Concealed Drain

*we can provide aesthetic 

intend of these elements 

when they impact our 

design

SHOWER

Shower Heads, Wand and Control

*shower coordination in relation to controls can be tricky, 

communicate and rely on suppliers to provide required information 

for us to accomodate requirements behind the wall
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TYPES OF PLUMBING FIXTURES

WALLMOUNTED FLUSH TYPICAL TOILET

*cross section showing rough-in behind wall, need to ensure we are 

accounting for space required/ensure space exists to accomodate
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INTEPERETTING SPECIFICATION

nadia
Callout
Colour Note Codes for Specification

nadia
Callout
Compliance Note: Ask Supplier that it meets needs regionally in email if you are not sure eg. using a new brand, working in a new region

nadia
Callout
Name and Code

nadia
Callout
ADA Compliance Note on cutsheet, needed to ensure it passes
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INTEPERETTING SPECIFICATION

nadia
Callout
ADA Specific cutsheet and diagram to ensure compliance-important for amenity space in condo and hospitality use

nadia
Callout
Apron Sink specifications, required in order ensure accommodate for the millwork-note in our specification to refer to cutsheet for this info and millworker verify dimension prior to production
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SPECIFICATIONS-EXAMPLE 1

Cutsheets REQUIRED

nadia
Callout
GREAT NOTE! 

nadia
Callout
Colour specified on cutsheet, this would extend if there are multiple codes
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SPECIFICATIONS-EXAMPLE 2 

CUTSHEET REQUIRED

nadia
Callout
Another great note! Mechanical to ensure it works with their drain rough-in/accommodate rough in to accommodate
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SPECIFICATIONS-EXAMPLE 3 -WALLCOVERING

CUTSHEET REQUIRED

nadia
Callout
Another great note! Mechanical to ensure it works with their drain rough-in/accommodate rough in to accommodate
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UNDERSTANDING COMPLIANCE AND WATER PRESSURE

ADA/CSA

ADA/CSA compliance refers to the Americans/Canadian with Disabilities Act Standards for Accessible Design, which states that all electronic and 
information technology (like websites) must be accessible to people with disabilities

PSI

Pound per Square Inch-a unit of pressure used to describe the maximum recommended pressure to put on a pipe, fitting or valve

Faucets:  ASME codes require supply fittings to function at a minimum of 20 psi to 125 psi maximum (this includes metering and self-closing faucets).

Toilet Fill Valves:  Kohler tests fill valves from 20 psi minimum to 80 psi maximum.

Gravity Toilet Tanks:  ASME/CSA codes require a minimum of 20 psi to a maximum of 80 psi static.

Electro-Hydraulic Toilets (Power Lite):  ASME/CSA codes require a minimum of 20 psi to a maximum of 80 psi static.

Pressure Assist:  1.4 gpf requires a minimum of 20 psi and a maximum of 80 psi.  1.1 gpf or less require a minimum of 35 psi to a maximum of 80 psi static.

*Flushometers:  Siphonic flush bowl style requires 25 gpm at 35 psi minimum and 80 psi maximum static. Blow out flush bowl style requires 25 gpm at 45 psi and 80 psi maximum static.

Via Kohler Support

*we as designers need to ensure compatability to ensure tangile responsible specifications in relation to our design

TYPICAL SERVICE

NADIA! WHY DOES THIS MATTER?

It MATTERS because we have to bare in mind the PSI and service requirements to support 
our plumbing choices and experiences! ESPECIALLY for spa systems we specify!

By integrating an experience, there may need to be mechanical accommodations 
needed to support.  This most likely results in an increase service!

Project Managers and Project Leads need the research and evidence in order to 
communicate these needs to our clients and corresponding consultants! Our suppliers 

are the best tools to procure this information!



YORKVILLE LUXURY CONDO
GESSI / STUDIO MUNGE

TRANSITIONAL

nadia
Text Box
To make this system work all together, we need to accommodate for a 1" service to ensure that everything can function @ the same time. If we do not change, cannot function @ the same time!Client needs to be advise of this in order to account for it in mechanical scope! 

nadia
Stamp



A F I L O 

ART # 57501 → Built-in shower system

Finish → 238

FINISHING: 

238: MIRROR STEEL

S H O W E R  S Y S T E M S  

Finish → 238

ART # 57012 → Cover for 
23-7/16” shower system

ART # RIR5402 → Power supply 
CE 30 watt DIN rail. Input voltage 
100-240VAC. Output voltage

nadia
Callout
Option #1 of flush mounted(preferred) can we accommodate this? Is there a concrete slab we have to account for?
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ART # 57503 → Surface-mounted shower system

Finish → 238

FINISHING: 

238: MIRROR STEEL

S H O W E R  S Y S T E M S  

Finish → 238

ART # 57012 → Cover for 23-
7/16” shower system

ART # RIR5255 → Capacitive 
keyboard for chromotherapy 
control with IP connector 

nadia
Callout
Option #2 of Surface Mounted to accommodate site condition eg. Concrete ceiling

nadia
Callout
Noting keyboard control which requires electrical coordination



F A S C I N O

ART # 39693 → In-wall 
thermostatic rough valve

Finish → 031

FINISHING: 

031: CHROME

B A T H  FAUCETS

Finish → 031

ART # 48204 → External parts for 
thermostatic mixer with 2 volume controls

nadia
Callout
Detail of Valve for coordination



F A S C I N O

ART # 48144 → Handshower
and adjustable sliding rail set

Finish → 707

FINISHING: 

031: CHROME

H A N D S H O W E R  S E T S

Finish → 031

ART # 48123 → Handshower
set – fixed hook

nadia
Callout
Detail of Valve for coordination



F A S C I N O

ART # 48206 → External parts for 
thermostatic with 3 volume controls 

FINISHING: 

031: CHROME

B A T H  FAUCETS + B O D Y  J E T S

Finish → 031 Finish → 031

Finish → 031

ART # 32973 →
Square body spray

ART # 39695→ In-wall 
thermostatic rough 
valvue



F A S C I N O

ART # 48001 → Single lever 
washbasin mixer with pop-up 
assembly

FINISHING: 

031: CHROME

B A T H  FAUCETS

Finish → 031
Finish → 031

ART # 48012 →Widespread 
washbasin mixer with pop-up 
assembly



F A S C I N O

ART 48131→ Floor-
mounted tub filler

FINISHING: 

031: CHROME

B A T H  FAUCETS

Finish → 031

ART # 48189→ Floor-mounted tub filler in-rough valve
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IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTION ABOUT THOSE SPECIFICATIONS, 

PLEASE CONNECT WITH OUR RESOURCE SPECIALIST.

THANK YOU
太感谢了
GRACIAS
धन्यवाद

OBRIGADO
MERCI
اركش

Благодарность
ありがと 

DANKE
감사 해요

הדות
GRAZIE

   




